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Cutting Edge On Campus

Architects have shaped the University of Texas at Austin campus with Texas Quarries cut limestone for nearly a century. Our familiar ashlar coursing and fossils greet students at the inspiring Student Center. Likewise, smooth cream limestone a few blocks away frames the signature corner of a leading-edge science research building. A warm orange blend of Acme Brick contrasts richly with the limestone, continuing an honored campus design tradition. Our materials provide architects natural green building choices. These projects earned the first LEED Gold certifications at the university. Acme Brick sources local clays and fires brick in energy-efficient kilns. Texas Quarries cuts stone directly from the earth, crafts it with light energy use, and ships from central Texas. We continue to operate our own quarries. In fact, the highest-quality limestone in our 85-year history—the lush warmth of Cordova Cream, and the distinctive Cordova Shell—is now emerging from our Cedar Park facility. Our stone collection is growing, too. To learn more and stay on the cutting edge, call your Texas Quarries or Acme Brick representative.
Mies van der Rohe argued that any material would be what one made of it and warned that using new materials would not always ensure superiority. Brick he called the schoolmaster; wood he praised for its structural clarity; and stone he admired for structural richness. Yet when he spoke of steel and concrete, he emphasized that only through the right use of these materials could one expect anything from them. According to Mies, the long road from material through function to form ultimately seeks to create order, establishing the significance and proportion of the parts and their relation to the whole.

The art of material exploration, however, involves not only understanding the nature of the materials but also establishing a willingness to push the materials to do something unexpected. The projects featured throughout this issue in both the “Materials” and “Digital Fabrication” sections all sought the unanticipated in material design and application.

With its titanium-dusted concrete walls that look like suede and feel like silk, the new Renzo Piano Pavilion is the primary focus of the featured projects. Three articles detail the expansion of Forth Worth’s Kimbell Art Museum, discussing the pavilion’s virtues and shortcomings while placing it within the panorama of Piano’s glass-roofed museums. The discussion of the union of architecture and art continues with Pollen Architecture and Design’s studio, where playful materials vary from polycarbonate panels insulated with African sands to acrylic-impregnated felt blocks. And finally, the reinterpretation of the traditional materials of agrarian structures characterizes a ranch house in Real County by Rhotenberry Wellen Architects.

Our nod to the forefront of material exploration in digital fabrication then turns to academia. The winner of the 2013 TEX-FAB SKIN competition, 3xLP, presents a forward-thinking solution for a self-structuring building envelope established by folding textured metal. Igor Siddiqui’s work in biodegradable plastics represents what is arguably the future of experimental material technology: organic matter. James Warton is also inspired by the natural environment and is working with additive metals to develop hollow structural systems replicating avian bones. Material arts — efficient, progressive, novel — are creative outlets providing new paths for architecture.
Contributors

Canan Yetmen is an Austin-based writer celebrating 20 years of hanging around the architectural profession. She has no plans to stop any time soon. Read her article about the Dietert Ranch on page 62.

Mic Patterson has concentrated his professional and academic career on advanced facade technology, structural glass facades, and sustainable building practices. He is the author of “Structural Glass Facades and Enclosures.” Read his article about an innovative self-structuring skin on page 72.

Rachel Adams is a curator and writer based in Austin; she has curated numerous exhibitions and public installations in Austin, San Francisco, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Read her article about biodegradable plastics on page 76.

Rita Catinella Orrell has been writing about design for over 18 years, covering architecture, interior design, home furnishings, kitchen and bath design, and building products.

She was the products editor for Architectural Record for 14 years and was the founding editor of SNAP, a quarterly building products magazine. Read her new products feature on page 26.

Ronnie Self is a Houston-based architect and author of the forthcoming book “The Architecture of Art Museums: A Decade of Design: 2000–2010,” which will be released in March 2014. In his spare time, he is working as the guest editor of an issue of Cite Magazine on architecture and art. Read his thoughts on Renzo Piano’s museums on page 48.

James Warton is a Ph.D. student at Southern Methodist University’s Research Center for Advanced Manufacturing. His current pursuits are investigating free-form direct metal laser sintering, electron beam melting, and the integration of robotized manufacturing systems. Read his article about additive metals on page 82.
**Jen Wong** understands materials; she is director of the University Co-op Materials Lab at UT Austin. She is a first-time contributor to *TA*. Read her article on Pollen Architecture’s studio in East Austin on page 56.

**Inga Saffron** is the architecture critic for The Philadelphia Inquirer. She is a three-time Pulitzer Prize finalist. She spent the 2011–12 academic year as a Loeb Fellow at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design. Read her critique of the Kimbell Art Museum’s Renzo Piano Pavilion on page 42.

**Joe Self, AIA** reports that even though his architectural practice is brisk, he’s had the chance to produce three wall-sized commissioned paintings in the last year. Writing for *TA* exercises his mind, and he’s enjoying teaching an architectural graphics class at UTA. Read his article about designing for art on page 38.

**Philip Hendren, AIA** graduated from MIT and then made his way to Texas, where he met his wife Linda — a match made in heaven — and settled in Old West Austin. Read Philip’s story about Louis Kahn’s visit to his home on page 33.

**Donna Kacmar, FAIA** teaches design studio and is founder and director of the Materials Research Collaborative (MRC) at UH. She is currently working on a book about small houses to be published by Routledge. Read her article on the MRC on page 13.

**Michael Malone, AIA** enjoyed the fact that the 2013 Texas Architects Convention offered an insider tour of the Kimbell Art Museum’s Renzo Piano Pavilion. He is pictured with longtime associates Audrey Maxwell, AIA, and Paul Pasquarelli, AIA. Read his thoughts about Kahn’s original landscape at the Kimbell on page 30.
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Materials and Sustainability
by Donna Kacmar, FAIA


Understanding the intrinsic — and, especially, the extrinsic — characteristics of various building materials has become a more important part of architectural practice and education. Design-build programs link design decisions to specific properties of materials, and physical materials libraries build on this, allowing students visual and tactile experience with the products themselves. The Materials Research Collaborative (MRC) at the University of Houston seeks to be a leader in bringing innovative materials to the local architectural community. MRC’s many projects contribute to sustainable efforts in Houston, encouraging students and professionals to think about where their materials come from and the environmental impact of their design decisions.

MRC is first and foremost a materials library — physical and digital. As part of a core course in building technology taught by Rives Taylor, FAIA, UH students help curate the MRC collection, which was recently expanded by means of a partnership with Material ConneXion, an international materials consultancy. Material ConneXion has augmented the MRC database with a library of innovative materials, and the collaboration includes access to the vast Material ConneXion’s database for all MRC members and UH students.

MRC’s projects focus on real-world applications of sustainable initiatives. “H5h – Local Materials Study” lists materials made within 500 miles of Houston, organizing them by manufacturer and indicating each product type along with the manufacturer’s distance from Houston. “Made in Houston” aims to help local designers and architects find the right fabricator and collaborator for specific projects. “ReUse in Houston,” a print and online resource, helps the Houston professional community, local businesses, and nonprofit groups reuse or recycle building materials. (Karen Lantz, AIA, partnered with MRC on this project after she responsibly disassembled a house.)

As a research entity, MRC provides valuable insight into the sustainability value of materials for specific projects. They evaluated eight different materials across multiple sustainability criteria for a new daycare building designed by Kirksey Architecture, for example. This information allowed the architects and building owner to select the materials that best aligned with the project’s priorities in this area. As a daycare facility, children’s health was paramount, so indoor air quality was a top priority.

Last fall, MRC completed a carbon analysis for an office building. They tracked carbon emissions from the construction of the building, including emissions produced in the manufacturing and transportation of building materials, the disposing of waste, the consumption of onsite energy, and the transportation of workers. This analysis will allow the developer and client to make strategic design decisions regarding carbon emissions in future projects.

MRC also provides LEED expertise, and recently helped a multidisciplinary team identify products that helped the project attain LEED V4 Platinum pre-certification. MRC understands and is actively engaging its responsibility to increase our awareness of the implications of material choices on our fragile environment.

Donna Kacmar, FAIA, is a practicing architect and associate professor at the University of Houston.
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2013 Studio Award Winner
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Architect: MF Architecture

Studio Awards
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Learning Through Making
by Andrew Vrana

Not since the Bauhaus has design education undergone a paradigmatic shift such as that seen with the predominance of digital fabrication. Today, CNC processes coupled with powerful design software enable students to engage in manufacturing — actually producing building components and consumer objects.

In 2007, under the supervision of Joe Mashburn, FAIA, and Dean Patricia B. Oliver, FAIA, the University of Houston Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture established the Burdette Keeland Design Exploration Center as a state-of-the-art fabrication lab. The faculty has leveraged the potential of the Keeland facility by including industry partners in the Houston area, allowing students to communicate directly with fabricators and material suppliers. The innovative projects have resulted in real-world applications as well as international recognition for the University.

In a project directed by Professor Mark Kimbrough in the Industrial Design program, design students partnered with master craftsmen at Collings Guitars in Austin to produce an exquisite series of custom-made electric guitars. The ambitious group of students initiated an exchange of sketches and expertise with the experienced luthiers. The students completed prototypes of their designs at the Keeland facility and created 3-D models to guide the fabrication phase, which Collings managed using its CNC-assisted production line to mill the complex forms. The semester culminated with a live concert in the atrium with professional musicians playing the guitars to a rapt audience.

The opportunity to build at full scale has also been explored in studios led by Joe Meppelink, Ben Nicholson, and Andrew Vrana. The “New Harmony Cave of the New Being” is a reinterpretation of a design that avant-garde architect Frederick Kiesler had completed for Jane Blaffer Owen. The project was to be built in the utopian town of New Harmony, Ind., next to Philip Johnson’s Roofless Church, but it was never realized. Fifty years later, the UH studio took up the process of conceiving the Cave as a unique space using contemporary design tools and sensibilities.

The original drawings, 3-D scans of the models sculpted by Kiesler, and a trip to New Harmony all informed the design process. Students were able to experience and survey Kiesler’s intended location and to interview Mrs. Owen about her vision for the project. Rather than preserving the design, students focused on a creative interpretation of it. The final proposal adapted the Cave as an open cellular structure appropriate for the Houston climate. It is now sited adjacent to the College of Architecture, designed by Philip Johnson and completed in 1986.

The Keeland Center served as the prototyping facility for the project. The various CNC tools were used to quickly translate iterative digital studies into building components. When the decision was made to establish the Cave as a permanent stainless steel fixture on the UH campus, the studio turned to professional sheet metal fabricators who employed water-jet machines typically used for applications in the oil and gas industry. The parts arrived as flat profiles and were formed into precise 3-D shapes and assembled inside the Keeland Center. This “ship in a bottle” was then divided into five sub-assemblies that were installed onsite, where final structural welding took place. Mrs. Owen’s vision of a shaded topiary structure now merges the past and the future into one expression.

Above The “New Harmony Cave of the New Being” allowed students to explore designing at full scale. The installation was erected outside the College of Architecture on the UH campus.
Right Sheet metal was transformed into precise shapes and divided into five large assembled sections. These sections were then welded together onsite.
Creative structural engineering in support of architecture since 1998
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future into one expression. A forthcoming effort to complete the seating and landscape will be undertaken by a new group of students.

**Another important UH project**, the “Three Continent Studio,” will be featured in the 2014 Rotterdam International Architecture Biennale as well as the 2014 Venice Biennale, curated by Rem Koolhaas. Last year, the project was part of the 2013 Buenos Aires Architecture Biennale. UH is the lead participant of an initiative studying deltas around the world, and the Keeland Center has been central to the students’ work. Professors Peter Zweig, FAIA; Tom Colbert, AIA; Michael Rotondi, FAIA; and Kalapat Yanastrassat conducted two studios focused on the potential development of Houston’s Buffalo Bayou. The question posed to the students was: How do you take an industrialized bayou with the negative problems of toxic water and air pollution, loss of habitat, and an infrastructure that is aging and convert these problems into positive solutions along 100 miles of the waterway? They produced a series of CNC-milled site models using a polymer material called Gibraltar by Wilsonart. The models explore how Houston, a large city with a shipping port, could become a model for how to improve quality of life in an industrialized, urban city that is located on an estuary.

Digital to analog, virtual to physical — these projects are examples of the dialectic of contemporary design education that is taking place at the Keeland Center. Student designers are engaging in a dialogue with tools and materials that forms a feedback loop of creative production.

Andrew Vrana is a professor at UH, founding principal of Metalab in Houston, and co-director of TEX-FAB.

*Models created for the “Three Continent Studio” explore Houston as an example of sustainable growth along waterways.*
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The Society of Architectural Historians is a Chicago-based organization with annual conferences held around the country.

Society of Architectural Historians in Austin
by Gerald Moorhead, FAIA

Austin will host the 67th Annual Conference of the Society of Architectural Historians (SAH) on April 9–13 at the Hyatt Regency. Following up on their recent publication of volume one of “Buildings of Texas” by Gerald Moorhead, FAIA, the conference will focus national and international attention on the historic and modern architectural heritage of Austin and Texas.

In partnership with The University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture, the conference will bring together more than 650 scholars and practicing professionals in the architecture, landscape architecture, preservation, and planning fields. The four-day whirlwind of 33 sessions featuring state, national, and international scholars will include three sessions devoted to Texas and the Southwest; a half-day public forum; a keynote address by Stephen Fox; and 21 guided tours. Tours highlight our capital while also extending to San Antonio and surrounding small towns, including Fredericksburg.

“Our membership is really excited about visiting the city,” says incoming SAH Board President Ken Breisch, professor at the University of Southern California School of Architecture and general chair of the conference.

Engaging with the host city and addressing salient issues facing its communities is an important dimension of the conference. A public forum, the SAH Austin Seminar “Austin and the Place of Historic Architecture in Rapidly Growing Cities,” will be led by Michael Holleran, director of the Historic Preservation program at UT Austin, on Saturday, April 12. Those interested may register for the SAH Austin Seminar without registering for the entire conference.

Following the address by Stephen Fox, two panels of regional experts will address two key questions: How can Austin design holistic strategies for interpreting and conserving its architectural and cultural heritage? How can the region respect its history while addressing economic and demographic shifts that demand new solutions and innovation?

SAH is also pleased to announce that “Buildings of Texas” received the Texas Media Award from Preservation Texas. The award recognizes outstanding media coverage of historic preservation issues, projects, and local history.

For detailed information about registration, sessions, tours, hotels and transportation, visit www.sah.org. Follow the conference on Twitter at #SAH2014.

Gerald Moorhead, FAIA, is author of “Buildings of Texas” Volumes 1 and 2.

Calendar

Creek Show: Create
March 7–9
www.waller creekconservancy.org
As part of the SXSW festival in Austin, the Waller Creek Conservancy’s first installation for its Creek Show program will be on view from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. March 7–9. The project was designed by UT Austin School of Architecture students under the direction of Murray Legge, FAIA.

How I See It: Houston Architecture
March 13
www.aia houston.org
“How I See It: Houston Architecture” looks at the city through the eyes of high school students. A jury led by Joe Aker selected student photos for an exhibition at Architecture Center Houston as part of FotoFest 2014. The opening reception is on Thursday March 13 at 5:30 p.m.

Modernism in Texas
March 13–15
www.docomomo-us.org
Docomomo US and Houston Mod will sponsor the second annual Docomomo US National Symposium in Houston. The event will examine the legacy of modern architecture and its future.

The Great Create
April 27
www.nashersculpturecenter.org
The Great Create is a fun, family-focused fundraising event to engage families’ artistic sides while raising essential support for the Nasher’s diverse and engaging annual educational initiatives.

Dallas Architecture Forum Panel Series
April 29
www.dallasarchitectureforum.org
Brad Bell, TOPOCAST principal, co-director of TEX-FAB, and assistant professor of architecture at UT Arlington, will lead a panel of experts in a discussion about research-based design practice. The event will be held at the Dallas Center for Architecture on Tuesday, April 29 at 6:30 p.m. ■
“The SAH Annual Conference is the ideal blend of relaxation and intellectual stimulation, and certainly the most pleasurable way to earn a year’s quota of AIA/CES credits.”

Belmont Freeman, FAIA
This past November, AIA San Antonio announced the recipients of its 2013 Design Awards. Jurors included Wendy Pautz, AIA, of LMN Architects in Seattle; Josh Shelton, AIA, of el dorado in Kansas City, Mo.; and Rusty Smith, associate chair of the architecture program at Auburn University, in Auburn, Ala.

The chapter’s Twenty-Five Year Award was selected by the Chapter’s Historic Resources Committee, chaired by Allison Chamber, Assoc. AIA, of Ford, Powell & Carson, Architects & Planners, and Stuart Johnson, AIA, of the San Antonio River Authority. The Mayor’s Choice award was judged and selected by San Antonio Mayor Julian Castro.

Honor Awards
1 McAllen Public Library
   Boultinghouse Simpson Gates Architects

Merit Awards
sustainABLEhouse
   bcWORKSHOP
2 Thomas Jefferson T-STEM Early College High School
   ERO Architects

Citation Awards
La Feria Recreation Center
   megamorphosis
3 1909 South Parkwood
   megamorphosis

Spark Award
4 Multi B&B
   Erick Darbo Diaz, Assoc. AIA

Lower Rio Grande Valley AIA Design Awards

The 2013 LRGV-AIA Design Awards were juried during the Texas Architects Annual Convention in early November. Jurors were: Laura Bennett, AIA, instructor of Architectural/Drafting Technologies at Del Mar College and principal at Lopez Salas Architects; Eurico Francisco, AIA, design leader at OMNIPLAN; and Margaret Sledge, AIA, architect at Lake|Flato Architects.

The Spark Award, presented each year to an unbuilt project, was selected by the chapter’s Design Awards Committee. All recipients were honored at a banquet held on December 7, 2013.
Citation Awards

Lytle Middle School Addition/Renovation
SHW Group

3 House 124
Candid Rogers, AIA

St. John’s College Levan Hall
Lake|Flato Architects

Sustainability Commendation

4 Hipolito F. Garcia Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse
Ford, Powell & Carson, Architects & Planners

Unbuilt Citation

5 Law Enforcement Training Center at the First Responder Academy
Alamo Architects

Student Awards: Honor Award

6 East Commerce Community Cultural Branch Library
Benjamin J. Rosas

Student Awards: Merit Award

The San Antonio International Airport Hotel
Xuhua Cheng

Mayor’s Choice Award

7 Public Safety Headquarters
Ford Powell & Carson, Architects and Planners

This state-of-the-art facility combines utility with sustainability and integrates cutting-edge technologies that improve the delivery of crucial public services by law enforcement and fire personnel. Mayor Castro commented, “The Public Safety Headquarters project reflects the pride that we have in our city and will serve as the standard in public facility design for years to come.”

Twenty-Five Year Distinguished Building Award

8 Intercontinental Motors Building
O’Neil Ford & Associates

Designed in 1963, and the recipient of a 1964 Texas Architects Design Award, this building stands as a monument to San Antonio’s former “Automobile Row” and is one of the greatest examples of the International Style in the city. The showroom’s design incorporated indigenous Texas materials and craftsmanship, and boasts tall glass and steel windows, waffle slab concrete ceilings, and a Saltillo tile porch.
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**May/June 2014**

**Featured Projects:** Water
- Port Townsend House, Port Townsend, Washington: Shipley Architects
- Cascading Creek House, Austin: Bercy Chen Studio Architecture + Construction
- Rammed Earth House, Santa Fe, New Mexico: Page
- La Hacienda Casitas, McAllen: bcWorkshop
- Milk + Honey, Austin: Burton Baldridge Architects
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- Sylvan Beach Pavilion, La Porte: Kirksey Architecture
- Rockridge Gardens, San Antonio: Tobin Wells Smith
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Re-Flex
RKTL Associates

Re-Flex uses parametric design and digital fabrication to create a responsive modular system focused on filtering light. Designed by Brendan O’Grady, AIA, at RKTL, the concept is inspired by the human eye and the way the pupil responds to light. Each module is composed of four identical flat-cut pieces, which are folded and connected at the corners to form a square. As pressure is applied to the corners, the aperture at the center expands or contracts. The surface deformation not only controls the amount of light that is diffused by the system but also determines the ultimate volume of the installation. The modules are assembled in a pinwheel configuration, creating a grid that is infinitely expandable for potential applications including partitions, screens, canopies — even facades.

Using the graphical algorithm editor Grasshopper and Rhino (the Rhinoceros 3D AutoCAD software), a script was developed to relate four control points for each side of a central attractor point. The attractor points are mapped onto a grid that can be applied to a variety of surfaces. Values assigned to the attractor points cause the control points of each module to move closer or farther away from the attractor, opening or closing the aperture. The control points also react to adjacent modules, causing the overall form to bend and twist.

Islamabad High Court
Tariq Hasan

Tariq Hasan of Karachi, Pakistan, a 1980 graduate of the University of Texas at Arlington School of Architecture, recently won the Islamabad High Court Design Competition in his home country. After finishing his degree, Hasan worked in Houston for several architecture firms, among them Irving Phillips. Hasan’s accomplishment is no less significant than was Jorn Utzon’s winning the right to build the Sydney Opera House, or than Louis Kahn’s work in Dacca.

Hasan’s submission focuses on relationships among light, architectural space, and justice. He explains: “Light is a reminder of the nizam (order) of the universe, and hence the micro-order of human beings on earth — all are inextricably linked and connected.” Hasan’s design calls attention to both light and shadow, which he emphasizes helps to create depth: “Where the light is reduced,” he comments, “one is wrapped in a sense of cool tranquility.”

Todd Hamilton is a professor of architecture at UT Arlington and an architect in Dallas.
Collaboratively developed with architects for contemporary designs that utilize clean lines and multiple units to create large expanses of glass, the VistaLuxe™ Collection from Kolbe allows you to create an opening as unique as your project. An extruded aluminum exterior provides low-maintenance durability, while a wood interior proves modern design can be warm and organic.
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- Glass that remains on the same plane across different products
- An industry-leading frame-to-daylight-opening ratio

Contact the experts at Grand Openings for a personal design consultation and viewing of VistaLuxe Collection products.
We present a roundup of the latest building solutions for residential and commercial projects in the region, from a sleek surface-mount LED fixture to a prefab outdoor shower system that can easily be stored inside during the off season. We also feature a student project in the mix.

The P.S. 122 outdoor shower system, which recalls an old-school chalkboard, can be set up on any level surface, without hardware, in less than 30 minutes. The system is handcrafted in western Massachusetts of Richlite architectural panels, made from recycled newsprint and resin, along with boards of farmed teak and corrugated sheet metal. Since it is prefab, it can be stored inside during cold or stormy months, or packed up and moved as needed. Each shower combines a fixture and enclosure as one design package and simply hooks up to an outdoor hose. Prices range from $6,995 to $10,995, depending on the model.

San Antonio-based Lucifer Lighting recently introduced the manufacturer’s first surface-mount high-output LED product. The Cylinder LED Luminaire features a sleek die-cast aluminum body, tapered aperture for increased lumen efficiency, and toolless adjustment with up to 45° tilt and 361° swivel rotation around the mounting base. The fixture may be mounted to the ceiling as a downlight or to the floor as an uplight. It is available in 80+ CRI and 95+ CRI, with lumen packages up to 1,300 lumens, in color temperatures of 2,700K, 3,000K, 3,500K, and 4,000K. The cylinder body measures only 6.82” in length and 3.13” in diameter, with a 2.32” aperture.

Wausau’s new INvent.PLUS Series windows meet European benchmarks for thermal performance while responding to the North American aesthetic for clean style and narrow sightlines. The composite framing delivers R5 performance for operable units and R6 for fixed windows. Complementing curtain wall and storefront systems, INvent.PLUS windows have a 1-in exterior glass offset and narrow sightlines. Operable windows are offered as in- or out-swing casements, top-hinged, hopper, or awning vents. Punched openings, ribbon windows, or full-height window walls also are available.
Fireclay Tile
Wave & Picket Ceramic
Tile Collection
www.fireclaytile.com

Handmade in northern California, Fireclay Tile’s Picket and Wave collection of ceramic tiles are recommended for commercial, retail, hospitality, and residential projects in both indoor and outdoor applications including floors, walls, fountains, and accent features. Wave has a long, lean, curvilinear design, while the Picket has a hexagonal geometric shape. Both come in a palette of 80 natural, lead-free glazes in gloss or satin matte finishes. The tiles contain over 70 percent recycled content, including post-consumer waste “up-cycled” from curbside-recycled glass bottles, waste porcelain from toilets and bathtubs, and pre-consumer waste produced by other manufacturers, including granite dust and spent abrasives.

DuPont Corian
Wireless Charging Technology
www.powermatters.org,
www.dupont.com

DuPont announced a collaboration with the Power Matters Alliance (PMA) industrial coalition to integrate PMA-compatible wireless charging solutions for smartphones and tablets into residential and commercial work surfaces made with Corian. The concept, which was previewed at last year’s London Design Festival, is that the device (via a wireless connector) will instantly begin charging when placed on the counter. Shown here is a rendering of the new PMA-compatible Duracell Powermat wireless charger for the iPhone 5 being charged on a DuPont Corian kitchen countertop.

Bentote
Architecture and the Object

This unisex zip-up tote bag can carry small tablets, phones, and other objects for those on the go. It was designed by Kongci Chan, Gift Taout, and Patti Lee as part of their Architecture and the Object studio at the University of Houston Gerald Hines College of Architecture. Under the direction of Cord Bowen, the students researched manufacturing processes, materials, and production costs. Teams either handcrafted their own products or worked with local manufacturers to produce 10 to 30 units of each design.
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Recollection

The Ur Building of Texas

by Michael Malone, AIA

During my junior year at Auburn University, Stanley Tigerman, FAIA, came to lecture. He was very popular then, one of the leading postmodernist theorists and practitioners. His lecture surveyed several of his projects, many embodying his tremendous wit and playful attitude. At the end of the talk, Tigerman shifted away from his own work, describing his recent visit to the Dallas-Fort Worth area and the incredible architectural experience he’d had there. He talked about his visit to the Kimbell Art Museum; he arrived by car, parked along the curb, and walked under the trees and across the lawn. He recounted making his way through the small yaupon grove, stepping carefully over the gravel and up onto the porch. He described the mystery of the interior spaces, the control of light and shadow, and the mastery of materials. He said this was real architecture, in the ancient, solid sense — and that we should all go and see it. I remember that lecture to this day.

In the summer of 1981, I moved to Houston as a newly-employed intern architect. At that time, the oil boom fueled the economy, and Texas was an active construction environment with architects from around the nation busy working here. I.M. Pei and Philip Johnson office buildings were springing up everywhere; the Graves showrooms for Sunar and Stirling’s architecture building at Rice had been completed; Venturi and Taft were also here. It was an architecture buff’s smorgasbord. Eventually, I made the trip to Fort Worth to see the Kimbell for myself. It was an overcast day, gray and threatening rain. I left Houston early with my friend, architect John McClellan. We parked along the curb and approached the museum following Stanley Tigerman’s itinerary exactly. I was not prepared for the intimate scale, nor for the way the building filled your view when you approached it perpendicularly from across the lawn. Stepping up on the porch was amazing, visceral; I can recall it exactly now, almost 33 years later. It was the way I would visit the...
Kimbell every time I brought someone to see it for the first time — for as long as that was possible. It saddens me that a visitor can no longer experience the building that way. For whatever was gained by the addition of the Renzo Piano Pavilion, the world lost one of the great architectural processional experiences.

Going inside that day was like stepping back in time to shadowy medieval naves and cloisters — materiality you could sense and feel. The overcast sky allowed scant illumination of the vaults by Kahn’s lighting reflectors, but they were still awe-inspiring in their clarity and monolithic solemnity. All the art displayed stood out in these gray rooms with a jewel-like glow, not unlike frescos in Italian churches. It was unlike any museum I’d ever been in, and it’s still unique.

I’ve since seen a number of Kahn’s buildings. I’ve travelled to Philadelphia, La Jolla, and New Haven. Many of these I’ve visited multiple times. All of them are noteworthy, exceptional places. None approach the Kimbell’s impact on me. I’ve probably been there 50 times, and at least twice a year recently, whenever an architect buddy visits.

The Kimbell is the Ur building of Texas; it’s our best building — the acknowledged masterpiece, the brilliant summation of a very gifted architect’s career. It may have been folly to try to expand it, but in an act of cultural hubris, that has indeed happened, and so there’s a new reality. The Kimbell now stands across from a noble effort by one of this century’s leading practitioners. The new building is nice enough, though it stole the sequence of entry I so admired. For all Piano’s precision concrete, machined steel parts, exquisite details, and great galleries, which so brilliantly illuminate the spectacular collections — I for one would rather have those trees and that lawn.

Michael Malone, AIA, is principal of Michael Malone Architects in Dallas and 2014 president-elect for the Texas Society of Architects.
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Genuine Stone
On January 12, 1970, Louis Kahn was the guest of honor at the First Annual Le Corbusier Lecture Series at The University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture. The lecture committee, Professor Dick Oliver and I, hatched up the idea of calling it a “Le Corbusier” series, thinking it might make it easier to get big names to come to Austin. It worked when we called Louis Kahn’s office in Philadelphia. The person on the other end of the phone said that Kahn loved Le Corbusier — he had in fact visited him in Paris in 1928 — and would probably be honored to participate.

At that time, Kahn was arguably the most beloved architect on the planet, especially in academia — maybe because he started designing and building in his mid-fifties after being a much-admired teacher. By 1970, Kahn’s buildings had caught the attention of the world. He was just beginning to work on the Kimbell Art Museum, and we knew he would draw a big audience.

We reserved Batts Hall, the largest available lecture hall at UT Austin, and Oliver designed wonderful posters, which we pinned up all over campus and mailed to local architects. On the night of the lecture, the sky was bleak and it was very cold, but the weather did not deter the crowd already filling the room hours before the talk. When Kahn began speaking, the hall was at full capacity, standing room only, and people were on the lawn outside the building.

Kahn’s lecture, supplemented by slides of his recent work, was mesmerizing, especially the part about the Kimbell. Everyone who was there that night came away with a new appreciation for the roles that light plays in architecture. Kahn’s words and images seemed almost to turn light into a religion. He was very animated about the elements of architecture and spoke about a beam of light or a brick as though the materials could understand him.
After the lecture, when the applause finally ended, Oliver announced, to my surprise, that there would be a reception for Mr. Kahn at my home. I had agreed to host a reception but did not anticipate that he would invite the entire audience. I raced home to get ready for what I knew would be a large crowd. But it was too late; they had already started arriving, and all I could do was light fires in the fireplaces and start pouring wine. Kahn arrived with the newly appointed Dean Alan Taniguchi. As our parking lot filled with cars, I noticed more and more vehicles lining the neighborhood streets in every direction. Some estimated there were 400 to 500 people there that night. After more than 40 years, I still run into architects who remember it well.

When Kahn saw the beautiful antique Estey pump organ in the living room of the main house, he immediately asked if it worked. I was temporarily storing the instrument for a friend who had acquired it from the Sacred Heart Catholic Church in Three Rivers, Texas. I had just fixed up an electric blower, making the organ easy to play without pumping the pedals to make it work. I was proud to answer Kahn’s question: “Yes, it does, and you don’t even have to pump it.” He beamed, walked over, and climbed onto the organ bench. Kahn had been an organist for many years and loved to play Bach. When he began, the crowd grew suddenly quiet, and the most beautiful sounds I had ever heard began pouring out of the organ.

Kahn played entirely by ear, with his eyes closed, and seemed to transport himself to a higher sphere. Maybe architecture really is “frozen music.” I think we all felt as though we were in the presence of the Johann Sebastian Bach of architecture that night.

Philip Hendren, AIA, is a former teacher at Rice University and The University of Texas at Austin.
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Marlon Blackwell, FAIA
Marlon Blackwell, FAIA, works outside the architectural mainstream. His architecture is based in design strategies that draw upon vernaculars and the contradictions of place — strategies that seek to transgress conventional boundaries for architecture.

Andrea P. Leers, FAIA
Leers Weinzapfel Associates, Boston
Andrea Leers, FAIA, has a practice that lies at the intersection of architecture, urban design, and infrastructure. Her work is noted for its inventiveness in dramatically complex projects.

Tim Love, AIA
Utile, Boston
Tim Love, AIA, is an architect and urban designer whose practice emphasizes the relationship between individual works of architecture and the larger city.

Mark Reddington, FAIA
LMN Architects, Seattle
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Project Webb Chapel Park Pavilion
Architect Cooper Joseph Studio (Design Architect) and Quinby McCoy Preservation Architecture (Architect of Record)
Photography Eduard Hueber/ArchPhoto
Piano Pavilion
Construction by The Beck Group

Photo courtesy of the Kimbell Art Museum
This issue on “Materials” focuses on the new Renzo Piano Pavilion at the Kimbell Art Museum. A series of three articles details and critiques the highly anticipated expansion of one of the most renowned museums of the 20th century. As a continuation of the discussion of the marriage of materials and art, we also feature the 12th Street Studios in Austin — the workspace of a practice born of the marriage between an architect and an artist. A study in the simplicity of materials that make up a ranch in Real County rounds out the discussion.
The impossibly smooth concrete of the new Renzo Piano Pavilion at the Kimbell Art Museum is irresistible — all architects will inevitably be inspired to touch it. And it is just one of the material details of the building that demonstrate why architecture has the power to resonate with people. Large expanses of glass, taut scrims, freestanding cotton-covered walls, wire-thin hangers tucked into an invisible rail supporting Renaissance paintings — the Piano Pavilion favors a restrained yet powerful palette.

With Louis Kahn’s iconic Kimbell as inspiration for the play of natural light and simple material choices, the design team knew the devil would be in the details, and the Renzo Piano Building Workshop, working with a huge team that included Kendall/Heaton Associates, got them right.

Concrete alchemy and a touch of titanium dust resulted in a glassy, satiny surface on the gallery walls. Cambered beams of laminated Douglas fir, set in pairs, run through the spaces supporting the airy cantilevered roof of fritted and louvered glass. Metals, which are largely painted white, are assigned to the parasol-like roof frames, tension bars, and joinery at the wood beams. Rift-sawn white oak is deployed as floor planks, which...
It’s as if the building is only just enough there to enclose space, enveloping it in a soft, diffused light.

disguise an innovative below-the-floor air-conditioning system. It’s as if the building is only just enough there to enclose space, enveloping it in a soft, diffused light. It is the experience of light, considered from the onset, that is so utterly palpable in the Piano Pavilion.

This is the light of nuance and subtlety, the kind of light essential not only to creating fine art objects, but also to understanding them. An architect with a mystic bent might say that the designer of any great museum must consider light as a material, and it is delightfully handled at the Piano Pavilion.

Joe Self, AIA, is principal of FIRM817 in Fort Worth.
The details of the gallery spaces emphasize the experience of the art while the building quietly diffuses light into its interior.

This spread RPBW sketches show the pavilion elevation and sections of the roof and galleries. The tripartite organization of the pavilion’s facade mirrors that of the Kahn building. Concrete provides vertical structure; glass walls, arranged as structural panels, diffuse light within and provide views beyond. The airy roof rests delicately on paired beams below.
Wilderness Tamed

by Inga Saffron

Photographers Michel Denancé, HawkEye Media, Paul Hester, Hickey & Robertson, Thomas McConnell
Louis Kahn was a great talker as well as a great architect, famed for giving mesmerizing lectures at the University of Pennsylvania, where he dispensed his mystical pronouncements like gumballs. All that talking and ruminating on the nature of things is probably one reason it took him almost eight years to complete the Kimbell Art Museum in Fort Worth. The result was well worth the wait. Opened in 1972, the rippling series of concrete-and-travertine vaults stands today as his masterpiece and one of the finest museums of the 20th century. After all these years, the gentle, celestial light that tumbles from his ceiling’s silvery hollows remains the benchmark to which all museums aspire.

Like Kahn, the Kimbell also does a lot of talking. Sited on a large city block in Fort Worth’s cultural district, Kahn positioned the museum so that it engages in a perpetual dialogue with the Will Rogers Memorial Center and the Amon Carter Museum. But the most important conversation is surely with the rolling landscape in between the three venues. An allée of stately elms, which had originally been part of a grand approach to the Will Rogers auditorium, was the inspiration for Kahn’s rows of cycloid vaults. The century-old trees divided the site in half, cosseting the Kimbell in a snug, green enclosure while allowing Kahn to set up a poetic contrast between that age-old duo, civilization and nature.

The century-old trees divided the site in half, cosseting the Kimbell in a snug, green enclosure while allowing Kahn to set up a poetic contrast between that age-old duo, civilization and nature.
But now those original elms are gone, and a fifth participant has joined the conversation, a new addition to the Kimbell designed by the Renzo Piano Building Workshop. The Piano Pavilion — yes, it’s named after the architect — sits across from the Kimbell, on axis with its front door, smack in the middle of the garden. Its arrival has dramatically altered the group dynamic, upsetting the delicate balance Kahn sought to achieve. Though the changes are jarring, they would have been acceptable if Piano’s architecture were more worthy of the storied setting.

The Kimbell built the addition for perfectly rational reasons. Blessed with ample resources, it has steadily grown its fine collection of Renaissance and modern art. Piano’s small, unassuming addition was intended to give the Kimbell some much-needed new galleries, along with all the modern support spaces museums insist they need. But for Kahn’s partisans, the new addition is nothing less than an unmitigated disaster. Wiel Arets, now dean of the Illinois Institute of Technology, argues that locating the pavilion in the garden is the equivalent of putting “an addition in front of the White House, in Washington.” The siting has been severely criticized by two prominent Kahn scholars, Washington University architecture professor Robert McCarter, and William Whitaker, curator of the University of Pennsylvania’s architectural archives. Nathaniel Kahn, whose documentary “My Architect” introduced his father’s work to wide audience, worries that “the magic” has been lost.

There is a good deal of truth in their criticism, yet it doesn’t tell the whole story. Certainly, calling the Piano Pavilion a disaster seems to go too far. In designing the addition, Piano faced a nearly impossible problem. Attaching a new wing to the original building was a dead letter. The Kimbell still hasn’t recovered from the debacle of its first expansion attempt in 1989, when Romaldo Giurgola — a friend of Kahn’s and a member of a group of architects dubbed the Philadelphia School — designed an addition that would have extended Kahn’s vaults to the north and south. The proposal provoked such outrage that a group of prominent architects led by Philip Johnson denounced the plans in The New York Times.

Kahn anticipated that the Kimbell might eventually need more space and, before his death in 1974, recommended that the museum reserve the parking lot behind the building for an addition. But that site had its own drawbacks. Kahn intended for visitors to enter the museum on foot after a circuitous pilgrimage around the outside of the building. To heighten their sensory awareness and prepare them for the art inside, Kahn created a choreographed procession in which museum-goers become mindful of the shifting light, the splashing water in the fountain, the crunching gravel in the grove of yaupon hollies at the entrance. But what he forgot was that this is Texas. Once visitors parked their cars, no one bothered to take the long walk around to the front. They simply went in through a back door next to the parking lot.

Had Piano followed Kahn’s instructions and built the addition in the lot across the street, it’s likely that nobody besides architecture aficionados would ever have bothered to go through the front door again. The museum would also have found it difficult to construct an underground tunnel to connect the two buildings for art-handling purposes, because there is a...
Opening spread  Section sketch showing the new Renzo Piano Pavilion, built on the garden across from the arched vaults of the Kahn building. The below-grade parking and sunken theater with planted roof minimize the pavilion’s volume.

This page  The pavilion defers to the Kahn building in massing and articulation. The original choreographed procession across the garden, pictured at bottom, was integral to the entry sequence of the Kahn building and has been replanted.
Douglas fir beams support a flat glass roof topped by solar panels. Dark, suede-like concrete and spans of glass enclose the galleries. The pavilion is sunk into the slope, burying programming elements such as theater, offices, and library. Trees are fundamental, and the planted roof attempts to recoup green space here.

**Opposite page**  Scrims diffuse harsh Texas sun and protect the art in the pavilion. Deep red upholstery occurs throughout. The cantilevered walls of the main stairs are flooded with natural light.
large pipe below the street, Van Cliburn Way. At the last minute in the design process, Piano switched course and announced he was moving the pavilion to the garden.

Given the complexity of the decision, it’s hard to fault the pavilion simply for its location alone. But if you’re going to mess with a masterpiece, you had better come up with something worthy of the impertinence. Placed as they are, face to face across the lawn, the two buildings can’t help but be viewed as equals. Yet Piano’s strategy was to make his $135-million addition subservient to Kahn’s. Every design decision is either a riff on Kahn’s architecture, or its reverse: The walls of Kahn’s building are solid and earthbound. Piano’s are glass, weightless as a soap bubble. Kahn’s building is organized in three sections. So is Piano’s. Kahn’s roof is composed of rows of rounded vaults. Piano’s linear sections are flat, covered with solar panels. The result is that Piano’s building is like the mythical golem, with no life of its own.

Piano’s architecture is always subtle, but here it is unobtrusive to a fault. He sinks the pavilion deep into the slope, resulting in a long, low-slung structure that feels more like a shed than an important civic building. The proportions of the thick, 100-ft-long beams of Douglas fir used to support the roof seem far too monumental for such a height-challenged structure. And what’s the good of an effervescent glass pavilion if the shades must always be drawn to protect the art from the harsh Texas sun?

Still, even when Piano is mimicking Kahn, many of his architectural details are beautifully executed. The bluish-gray concrete walls, infused with titanium, have the quality of fine suede. While the walls are a bit dark, especially compared to the creamy travertine in Kahn’s building, they make the reds and golds of the Kimbell’s Renaissance paintings really pop. The canted walls of the main stairs add real dynamism to the simple act of moving between levels. And yet, Piano flops in the one area where he has gained the most renown: the overhead lighting system. It’s not that the natural light that infuses the galleries is wrong; it’s just as gentle as the light in the Kahn building. But Piano concocted a clunky, hardware-heavy, three-ply layer of scrims and diffusers to achieve what Kahn and his lighting designer, Richard Kelly, accomplished effortlessly with a simple slot at the top of the cycloid vaults.

There’s no doubt that Piano’s building changes Kahn’s intent in a fundamental way. The view from the Kimbell porch is no longer of the open Texas landscape, but of a building. The wilderness has been tamed, a campus created. In a way, it’s a very European gesture, this desire to square things off and to use buildings to define and corral the boundaries of open space.

There is one big advantage of having the Piano Pavilion located in the garden, which has been replanted with elm and oak saplings. It sits on top of an underground garage. Now, when people park at the Kimbell, they rise up in a glass elevator, and the first thing they see is Kahn’s facade. It’s not the same, of course, as making the pilgrimage around the building, but that experience remains available for those who want it.

For those who do follow Kahn’s route, Piano’s building will be the first thing they see once they turn the corner and glimpse the garden, but it’s unlikely they will be distracted from their intended destination: A weak doppelganger, Piano’s pavilion just doesn’t hold that much allure.

Inga Saffron is the architecture critic for The Philadelphia Inquirer.
A Tale of Many Museums

by Ronnie Self

Photographers Michel Denancé, Paul Hester, Hickey & Robertson, Thomas McConnell, Christian Richters

While Renzo Piano generally has a preference for dense, traditional urbanism, it is in sprawling, more recent cities such as Houston, Dallas, and Fort Worth where he has realized his most successful, pavilion-like museums. The Menil Collection, Cy Twombly Gallery, Nasher Sculpture Center, and recently completed Renzo Piano Pavilion at the Kimbell Art Museum form a family of similarly conceived buildings. Piano’s Beyeler Foundation, in the suburban setting of Riehen, Switzerland, and the Brancusi Workshop in the center of Paris are physically remote from their Texas cousins but close to them in character.

All of these low, relatively small buildings demonstrate a similar attitude toward the display and viewing of art, and all are variations on the concept of the “museum without a roof,” or glass-roofed museum. They are intimate in nature — personal rather than institutional — and marked by the ethos of their founders (Dominique and John de Menil, Ray and Patsy Nasher, Kay and Velma Kimbell, and Ernst and Hildy Beyeler), or by the individual artists they exhibit (Cy Twombly and Constantin Brancusi).

Piano readily acknowledges the influence of Louis Kahn’s Kimbell on his own museums and talks of how he made visits to the building with his Texan clients to scrutinize its natural lighting solution.
he also explored the open, free plan and, like many of Kahn’s projects, a repetitive module. For Piano, the module should suggest infinite space. Lessons learned from Paris’ earlier and much larger Pompidou Center, which he designed with Richard Rogers in the 1970s, are surely still present in Piano’s current work. While the Pompidou was a marked reaction against dreary and elitist cultural institutions of another time, Piano’s more recent museums are heirs to that building’s traits of approachability, a certain casualness, and transparency.

The light quality that Renzo Piano achieves in his exhibition spaces is likely one of the major reasons for his numerous museum commissions. Though the glass roof concept is a constant, each project takes on its own particularities depending on the collection, client, consultants, situation, place, etc. All of the roofs are layered and employ elements to allow only northern light to enter the galleries. The idea of a “treasure house” was determinant in the development of the daylighting scheme for the Menil Collection. The volume floats above the main body of the building, and artworks rotate between its perfectly controlled conservation environment and the brilliantly lit exhibition spaces at ground level. The Menil design is composed of only two layers: an outer roof of slightly pitched, reflective glass panels and, inside, curved ferro-cement elements dubbed “leaves.” There are no moving parts in the Menil roof, and the amount of light inside is directly proportional to that outside. The Menil was Piano’s first museum and the only one that does not have some sort of shading element above the glass.

In a second generation of museums that includes the Cy Twombly Gallery, the Brancusi Workshop, and the Beyeler Foundation, exterior shading devices are used as significant architectural elements: Twombly’s hovering steel canopy, Brancusi’s perforated stainless steel brise-soleil, and Beyeler’s sheets of inclined white glass. The Twombly roof is composed of four layers, and Brancusi’s of three. The Beyeler roof is made up of five layers and has a “loft” space, which stretches more than five feet high and is defined by the glass roof above and the suspended glass ceiling below. The loft functions as double glazing in order to meet thermal performance requirements in

All of the roofs are layered and employ elements to allow only northern light to enter the galleries.
Piano opted for an exterior shading device for Houston’s Cy Twombly Gallery; adjustable horizontal louvers determine the amount of light entering the interior spaces. A stretched fabric scrim acts as the ceiling, creating an extremely soft ambient light.

Located in the center of Paris, the Brancusi Workshop’s roof reflects a traditional late-19th-century loft building and is composed of three layers of glass protected by a perforated stainless steel brise-soleil.
In Switzerland, the Beyeler Foundation building boasts a glazed lantern that hovers above a suspended glass ceiling. Totaling five layers of glass, the roof is a deft response to thermal performance requirements.
The Nasher Sculpture Center’s roof, like that of the Menil, is a two-layer solution. In Dallas, the brise-soleil is positioned on the exterior of the glass, and recently, scrims have been added to the interior to mitigate the additional light reflected into the building.

Switzerland. Both the Twombly and the Beyeler have operable, horizontal louvers to adjust the amount of light entering the gallery spaces. The Twombly possesses perhaps the most ethereal natural light quality of all of Piano’s projects. This is likely due to the diffusing ceiling of a single piece of stretched fabric, the white plaster walls, and the fact that there are virtually no other openings that might compete with the top lighting.

The two-layer roof of the Nasher is the simplest of all, with an ingenious egg crate brise-soleil in cast aluminum above transparent glass panels.

The two-layer roof of the Nasher Sculpture Center is the simplest of all, with an ingenious egg crate brise-soleil in cast aluminum above transparent glass panels. The sun screen responds to the building’s geometry and the sun’s orientation, and itself resembles a kinetic sculpture that changes with the movement of the visitor. At the Nasher, views out and up are given priority and made possible since sculpture, which is generally less light-sensitive, is exhibited in the building.

The roof of the Kimbell’s Piano Pavilion is composed of three layers. Inside, between the laminated wood beams, there are bands of fabric similar to that used at the Twombly. Above are curved, translucent glass panels similar to those of the Brancusi. In Fort Worth, for the first time, operable louvers are employed on the outside of the roof. These aluminum elements are generally positioned to block the harsh sunlight from the south, allowing softer light from the north to filter into the galleries, but
can also be closed completely. (Like the Menil, the Kimbell is oriented due north.) Photovoltaic cells were integrated into the south-facing side of the louvers. Unlike most of the other museums, the majority of the top-lit gallery spaces at the Pavilion will be devoted to traveling exhibitions, though the permanent collection was displayed there during the opening. There is also an abundance of glazed facades in the top-lit galleries.

There are certain constants in Piano’s museums. Heavy, often parallel walls contrast light roofs. The walls establish a link to the place, or the *topos*. Interiors have few visual distractions. Floors are wood and often meet walls by a reveal joint detail — or by nothing at all, as is the case in Fort Worth. Cooled air is generally delivered via grills at floor level using a displacement system (except at the Twombly, where both supply and return are near the ceiling). At the Pavilion, an even less obtrusive solution was developed: air rises in small gaps between the floorboards themselves.

Most of Piano’s museums were conceived for modern and contemporary artworks, and hanging surfaces are generally gypsum board and white. The Kimbell’s collection is composed of earlier, historical works, and so the Pavilion’s concrete walls are a response to both the collection and the travertine walls of Kahn’s building. The wall surfaces are limited, however, and a system of movable, fabric-covered exhibition walls, also inspired by those in Kahn’s building, was developed. These partitions are bolted to the floor in predetermined positions and will likely be the primary hanging surface in the South Gallery, which was envisioned for traveling shows and is even more open and loft-like than most of Piano’s exhibition spaces. The 298-seat auditorium is also a major program element. Its position on axis with the Pavilion’s entry and Kahn’s building beyond claims a spot unmatched in Piano’s other museums.

On a more practical note, the Menil, the Beyeler, and the Nasher all considered underground parking during early design phases but either abandoned the idea in favor of surface parking or negotiated with neighbors to use existing facilities. The Kimbell has an underground parking lot for 135 cars. The automobile entrance from Van Cliburn Way is discreet, and the exit on foot is by stairs or via a glass elevator that arrives outdoors but under the east canopy of Piano’s glass roof. The arrangement allows visitors to “re-become” pedestrians upon leaving their car behind and before entering either Piano’s or Kahn’s building. It is a wise choice since, in several recent museums constructed in car-dominated cities, the most common entry is directly from the underground parking, and the exterior of the building may actually never be seen at all. The solution may also contribute to a denser, more traditional urbanism for which Renzo Piano has a soft spot.

Pollen at Play

by Jen Wong

Project 12th Street Studios, Austin
Architects Pollen Architecture and Design
Design Team Elizabeth Alford, Assoc. AIA, and Michael Young
Photographers Photography Victoria Samnubaris and Julie Pizzo Wood

Nestled behind a continuous masonry wall that lines a corner property in East Austin lies a cluster of grey stucco buildings that offer glimpses into a vibrant inner life. Ochre-stained, slatted-wood doors, in need of no signage, announce themselves as entries to the 12th Street Studios. A careful composition of sloping roofs hints at rich internal interactions among unseen inhabitants. Polycarbonate clerestories reveal an underlying wood-frame structure and airy interior spaces; in the evenings, these volumes float, glowing beacon-like above the street.

It has been nearly 10 years since Pollen Architecture and Design founders Elizabeth Alford, Assoc. AIA, and Michael Young completed the complex at the intersection of East 12th Street and Navasota. And while the buildings have settled into their surroundings — the opuntia cacti and fig ivy have grown, and graffiti tags have come and gone — there remains a mysterious reserve. What goes on behind those walls? What could be concealed behind that veil of polycarbonate?

Prior to founding Pollen Architecture, Alford maintained a solo practice in Austin and New York, and Young was a full-time artist, exhibiting throughout the United States and internationally. Their partnership has its origins in the first year of their marriage, when Young would peek curiously over Alford’s shoulder as she sat at the drawing board. Young’s unique viewpoint as an artist led the couple to fruitful conversations on detailing, materiality, and elevational composition, and he became increasingly involved in the renovation of their home. Eventually, Young began working full time with Alford, and their collaboration was formalized with the founding of Pollen Architecture and Design in 2008.

Today, the firm includes two other people: co-founding principal Dason Whitsett, AIA, who contributes a passion for systems thinking and building technology, and designer John Algood. Together, the team continues to cultivate the sense of curiosity and interest in tactility and construction that
acted as the firm’s original impetus. Pollen’s intimate size and the academic teaching experience of the three principals have encouraged an impressive level of hands-on experimentation in their explorations. The 12th Street Studios serve as an ideal testing ground, providing the inspiration and facilities necessary for Pollen’s exploratory type of play.

The compound comprises four independent structures: three enclosed buildings that align along a north-south ipe walkway, and a solar-panel-topped pergola that occupies one of two arid landscape courtyards. The most prominent structure — a tall, narrow volume that inserts itself into the southeast corner of the perimeter wall — serves as Pollen’s studio. The building, which contains ample workspace, a meeting area, Alford’s mezzanine office, the firm’s material library, and a kitchenette and bathroom, makes full use of its 1,400 sf, with the double-height work area bathed in diffuse light by a north-facing polycarbonate window wall. Across the walkway is a building that contains two 400-sf spaces, one occupied by a landscape architecture firm and the other by Young’s painting studio. This structure has north-facing clerestory window walls in polycarbonate and large pivot doors that open on a porch adjacent to the front courtyard. The courtyard displays a series of low steel planters that showcase a diverse collection of soils and cacti. A theme that transitioned from Young’s paintings to Pollen’s work is the indexing of shapes, colors, and textures in curated assemblages of inspirational materials or objects. This strategy can be most clearly seen in the facade of the workshop.

Located along the alley parallel to East 12th Street, the workshop is a simple, unconditioned building whose exterior walls are composed of twin-wall polycarbonate sheets. The vertical ribs of the polycarbonate have been filled intermittently with varieties of sand, many taken from an extensive collection Young has cultivated since the 1980s. The sands originate in locations as diverse as Death Valley and the greater Kalahari Desert in southern Africa. According to Young, “The sand is a natural fingerprint of a place.” The modification transforms an economical material into an elegant curtain wall system with the added performative quality of thermal mass. Using sand was decided after construction on the studios had already started. Pollen develops full-scale sectional mock-ups for each project, and one day Young poured some sand into the polycarbonate tubes on a whim. The mock-ups are, for him, “a form of thinking something through.”

This embrace of unforeseen possibilities is characteristic of Pollen’s work and has led to other investigations that utilize everyday materials in inventive ways. In some cases, material explorations not tethered to a specific project have become integral starting points — or, in Alford’s words, “kickers” — in subsequent projects. Scattered about the compound are assorted mock-ups of different materials and methods: bricks of acrylic-impregnated felt that can be milled like lumber; concrete shingles poured from CNC-routed molds utilized in Alford and Young’s Balcones residence; routed wooden boards filled with colored resin; rubber cast into metal honeycomb; and digitally printed concrete slabs embedded with carborundum. These experiments, along with the sectional mock-ups, feed a dialogue that drives

A theme that transitioned from Young’s paintings to Pollen’s work is the indexing of shapes, colors, and textures in curated assemblages of inspirational materials or objects.
This spread Material mock-ups from previous and future projects inhabit the compound.

Clockwise from top right
The photos show rigid felt blocks; colored resin embedded in CNC-routed lumber; sands from Young’s extensive collection; a close-up of the striated workshop facade; inspirational prototypes in the studio; concrete “printed” with carborundum; cast concrete shingles. Pollen’s compound has settled into its East Austin surroundings naturally and is a reflection of growing emphasis on art and design in the neighborhood.
Pollen’s work. “They are a form of communication between the two of us and our team,” says Alford. As projects progress, the wall sections are used to work out key details in a back-and-forth negotiation.

Material investigation is an important driver in Pollen’s work. Young sometimes refers to their approach as “warm geometry,” a term which at once describes a dedication to the tactility of materials, and an aesthetic warmth paired with geometric relationships. Says Alford: “We like to heighten the juxtaposition between something that has a particular

This embrace of unforeseen possibilities is characteristic of Pollen’s work and has led to other investigations that utilize everyday materials in inventive ways.

material presence — a sense of its origins — and an abstraction in the form of a clear geometry. Buildings are essentially displaced materials imported into architectural form.”

Pollen indulges in a level of hands-on experimentation uncommon in the budget-bound world of architecture, and their genuine curiosity about economical and atypical materials leads to inventive solutions. Currently, Pollen is developing plans for the lot adjacent to the studios, and it is with anticipation that we look forward to the next iteration.

Jen Wong is director and curator of the University Co-op Materials Lab at The University of Texas at Austin.
Material Dance

by Canan Yetmen

Project Dietert Ranch, Real County
Architect Rhotenberry Wellen Architects
Design Team Mark T. Wellen, FAIA; T.J. McClure, AIA
Photographer Paul Hester, Hester + Hardaway Photographers
In the scrubby, rolling landscape of the Texas Hill Country, along Highway 41 in Kerr and Real counties, lies a small strip of land known as The Divide. Here, on the Edwards Plateau, the watershed drains north to the Llano River, east to the Frio River, and west to the Nueces River. In the 1880s, settlers staked their claims on this land, and once windmills and barbed wire arrived, the region became home to cattle ranches and other agricultural enterprises long the lore of Texas history.

The Dietert Ranch is among the handful of large, successful family ranches that were established during the late 19th century and later subdivided among family members. This parcel, a 5,000-acre ranch located between Junction, Leakey, and Rocksprings, provides a weekend and vacation retreat for a family now based in Midland. When the owners approached Mark Wellen, FAIA, of Rhotenberry Wellen Architects to design a ranch retreat, they knew they wouldn’t be getting a standard-issue traditional ranch house. Wellen has long explored agricultural and industrial references in his work, and this was a perfect opportunity to continue those investigations. “I have a continuing appreciation for the inherent elegance and potential held by pre-engineered metal structures,” said Wellen. “This project was an opportunity to interpret that building typology while fully engaging nature and developing a dialogue with the landscape.”

The topography lacks any dramatic features and is interrupted only by motts of oak trees on the gentle hills. The owner’s only stipulation was that the house have a second floor to provide long views through and above the tree canopy. In this context, the house itself becomes an object in the landscape. A meandering approach from the main highway offers glimpses from a distance, giving sly hints of the building, which sits in a natural clearing.
The architecture plays with ideas of light and shade, capturing and choreographing breezes as well as rethinking tried and true forms — the dogtrot, the simple shed — within the framework of a tightly edited material palette. The 4,000-sf house is expressed as an uncomplicated box under a metal shed structure. Only one room deep, the two-story volume invites the prevailing breezes to move through it, while the shed helps shade the structure and cool the air that circulates around and over it. Despite its programmatic simplicity, the building unfolds in a series of indoor and outdoor spaces that reveal unexpected depth and complexity. Balconies jut from the second floor; sliding panels create a protective armature, when needed, on the ground floor. Openings provide interplay between solid and void, while sunlight breathes life into the materials, animating vertical surfaces and infusing added dimension into the simple but carefully curated ensemble.

Descending from the building’s core, the arrival on the second floor is an inviting opening-up into the surrounding landscape and endless sky. These spaces — living and dining on one end, master suite on the other — are surrounded by floor-to-ceiling windows. Balconies on all sides offer outdoor spaces in direct line with the cooling breezes. An oak tree canopy at the master bedroom end provides a sense of protection and intimacy, while the living room end is open to long views.

To accentuate the lightness of the construction, the interior ceiling is held away from the structure, restating the exterior spatial relationship between barn and house. The upstairs spaces are at once open and protected. “The rhythm of columns of engineered wood posts along the glass perimeter act as tree trunks, defining the interiors without obscuring the view,” said Wellen. Strong vertical and horizontal planes interact but seem not to directly intersect, further reinforcing the sense that air and light permeate the very frame of the building. Detailing was given exquisite attention with a view to making it almost invisible. All hardware is fully customized; doors and windows are frameless, and the dominant material, Douglas Fir, is allowed to shine, its Mondrian-esque application subtly highlighting the natural grain pattern.
Surrounded by Texas Hill Country, Dietert Ranch is inconspicuous, nestled far from the road.

The two-story house’s traditional dogtrot plan allows for easy transitions outside to inside.

The common living spaces on the second floor enjoy views of treetops. Interior details were crafted for invisibility and simplicity: frameless doors and windows; thin, custom metal shelves; a floating ceiling. The exterior cladding palette echoes this restraint.
Right The house sits on a board-formed concrete plinth, which works seamlessly with the facades’ cementitious panels. Glazed walls marked by perforated metal balconies are protected by an oversized hot-dipped, galvanized metal roof. These utilitarian materials are rendered elegantly and positioned to wear well with time.

Opposite page The house sits among the trees, not dominating the site, which still has the ranch’s original windmill.
Elevating the rugged, durable, and low-maintenance exterior material palette to a refined expression of form and function required both gut-level knowledge and hands-on research. On the ground, the house sits on a level, limestone-flagged plinth that allows the natural grade to taper away from the building. Board-formed concrete makes up the base, a reference to traditional ranch construction techniques. Wellen observed that this clearly defined base lightens the building’s touch on the land. “Sometimes, particularly at low light, the house takes on the feel of a ship in the harbor, floating effortlessly in its environment,” he said.

The large shed of hot-dipped, galvanized metal is the most blatant and unmistakable reference to agri-industrial architecture. The house is hunkered underneath a metal roof, somewhat protected from the harsh sun and other elements. Wellen prepared mock-ups of exterior materials to see how they would weather. Alongside the elemental materials of steel and concrete, the cementitious board was a key selection. The design team researched every board available and selected the one that weathered most like concrete while complementing the galvanized metal, which eventually turns to an even gray. A sense of timelessness and comfort was the objective. This is supported subtly by the various concrete applications and the contrast between galvanized and naturally weathered steel on the balconies, which make, in Wellen’s words, “interesting dance partners.”

Outdoor patios become a substrate of the larger object, gaining additional protection from the balconies. The balconies themselves are defined by perforated screens that are at once visually transparent and substantial, their rusty patina echoing the red dirt of the landscape. The balconies provide a full experience of the expanse of landscape, as well as an unusual eye-level view of the nearby windmill — “an added benefit,” said Wellen. Like the adjacent rock tank, the windmill is an original remnant of the ranch. Its presence helps anchor the modern structure to the history of the site and provides a focal point for long, restful contemplations on nature and the length of the horizon.

As the latest iteration of Wellen’s ongoing experiment with agrarian materials and forms, the Dietert Ranch house is an expression of dualities: containment and openness, ruggedness and refinement, traditional vernacular and modern interpretation. Neither romantic nor nostalgic, it is a unique exploration of the human need for both shelter from, and coexistence with, the environment, rendered with a clear eye and a steady hand.

Canan Yetmen is a writer based in Austin.
High school football is king, and Eagle Stadium is Texas’ gleaming crown. Friday nights draw 18,000 fans inside this inspiring, yet comfortable, community landmark built from Acme King Size Brick. When designing with our 95/8” brick, architects can lower wall cost by 20% or more compared to standard size brick. No wonder architects are turning to King Size Brick. For serious savings on labor and mortar, and faster construction, King Size reigns.

“We used an Acme King Size Brick blend to break up the scale of the tall stadium facade and to build economically. Inside, the King Size Brick brought warmth to a highly visible main concourse and concessions. Acme went to great effort to match the school’s existing brick blend perfectly. Response from all over the country has been great. A Canadian media contact even compared the stadium to one planned for a CFL team, asking how we could build so inexpensively at that scale and finish.”

—Christian Herr, AIA, Associate Principal, PBK Architects, Dallas
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A self-structuring envelope made of folded, pattern-rolled, thin-gauge sheet metal; experimental applications for sustainable biodegradable plastics; and stronger, lighter, hollow metal structural systems inspired by the functionality of avian skeletons. Digital fabrication is an ever-growing field increasingly relevant to architectural practice. The following articles detail projects that are shaping digital fabrication and pushing its boundaries.
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Self-Structuring Skin

by Mic Patterson

The building skin combines performative and aesthetic qualities like no other building system. The evolving dialogue on holistic building design increasingly recognizes the envelope as a keystone element in achieving building systems integration. Partly in consequence, building facade technology is in the midst of step change as new digital tools produce increasing geometric complexity and a broader range of material options. It is no longer a simple matter of aluminum and glass: Current envelope designs include folded sheet metal, cast metal, metal meshes, cast glass, steel rods and cables, AES metal fabrications, FRP, and GFRC — to name a few.

TEX-FAB’s 2013 international digital fabrication competition, SKIN, was a timely exploration of current trends and a significant model for collaborative workflows. Organized by Brad Bell, Kevin McClellan, and Andrew Vrana, the competition emphasized bold vision and challenging technologies that rethink the building envelope. Static or dynamic systems were allowed in virtual or real applications. Fabrication process had to be defined, including the specification of materials and manufacturing technique. The only real limitation was the requirement that metal, metal fabrication systems, or metal-hybrid assemblies be central to the proposed concept.

The competition was carried out in two phases. During the first phase, the juried competition awarded four finalists a stipend, and the teams were partnered with national fabricators to produce their models, which were exhibited at the 2013 ACADIA conference in Waterloo, Canada. The second phase of the SKIN competition began with another jury, which determined the project that would move on to the construction of a full-scale prototype in collaboration with TEX-FAB and Zahner Metals.

3xLP, by University at Buffalo professors Christopher Romano and Nick Bruscia in collaboration with students Phil Gusmano and Dan Vrana, was named the SKIN competition winner in November. The 3xLP team had worked extensively with Rigidized Metals, also out of Buffalo, N.Y., to build another project, 2XmT, and they continued this collaboration to get 3xLP through the first phase of the SKIN competition — this established industry partner and collaborative relationship proved to be a defining edge. The jurors noted that the project was rigorously thought out and well positioned to take the next developmental step.

There is a granularity to the design that goes beyond its engaging geometry. The design concept takes thin-gauge patterned stainless steel sheet metal and folds it to form a module with apertures, which is then closely packed to create a layered envelope. This approach intrigued the jurors, as the design appeared capable of developing spanning capacity and perhaps a functional merging of structure and cladding.
that could provide for an integrated enclosure. During the deliberations, juror Neil Denari posed a pivotal question: “Does it have to have any type of internal structural steel system on which the origami becomes a kind of cladding? Can we essentially make a skin ... with no extrusions and with all the structure built up by how the surfaces are crimped, folded, doubled, and mirrored?”

Juror Bill Zahner responded, “I think a large assembly of the system could be made to be self-supporting.”

The fabricated sheet, a Rigidized Metals specialty since the 1940s, is a textured material that benefits from both work hardening and a strength of geometry inherent in the rolling process. “The patterns are critical,” commented Romano and Bruscia. 3xLP combines two: 4LB, a tight sequence of rectilinear brick-like shapes rolled in a very strong low relief, and 1RL, a less directional, more aggressive, larger pattern with an open, interlaced-polygon geometry rolled in a deeper cross section that creates the capability

Building facade technology is in the midst of step change as new digital tools produce increasing geometric complexity and a broader range of material options.
Clockwise from top left: A model of finalist 3xLP was developed in collaboration with Rigidized Metals in Buffalo, N.Y., and exhibited at the Association for Computer Aided Design in Architecture (ACADIA) Conference in Waterloo, Canada last fall.
The full-scale prototype of 3xLP was unveiled at TEX-FAB 5, which took place at the University of Texas at Austin on February 19–23. The 3xLP team — University at Buffalo professors Christopher Romano and Nick Bruscia in collaboration with students Phil Gusmano and Dan Vrana — worked with Ridigized Metals, TEX-FAB, and Zahner Metals to produce a series of experimental prototypes to set up alongside 3xLP.

The exhibition display system, “Caret 6,” was designed and fabricated by students at the School of Architecture under the direction of Kory Bieg. The exhibition will travel to the University of Houston later this year and to the University of Texas at Arlington during the Facades+ conference, which will be hosted by Enclos and The Architects Newspaper in Dallas in the fall of 2014.

for the metal to take on some structural loading. This is further enhanced by the folding of the material to form the modules, and by the triangulation that is designed into the module geometry.

The second phase of the competition, which introduced Zahner as an industry partner, allowed Romano and Bruscia to begin to understand the possibilities of 3xLP. They are happy with the results and acknowledge that it is still just the beginning. “The way the two patterns work together to bounce and reflect light is really amazing,” said Romano. “Testing at full-scale is giving us a much better understanding of the added rigidity, how much light is getting through the system, and how it could potentially perform,” said Bruscia. “It is much more dynamic than we expected.” The competition process has also proved beneficial. “Working with two industry partners is a unique opportunity,” said Romano. “It has been very productive, and we are hoping it is a new model,” added Bruscia. The team hoped to determine if they could eliminate the substructure and just use the material itself. “As the prototypes get bigger with additional experimentation and adjustment, it could be used as the facade of a building,” noted Romano and Bruscia.

3xLP is quite convincing as a skin construct: One can easily envision glass in the apertures formed by the modules, and a potentially beneficial shading effect produced by the module geometry. The project begs an exploration of the limits to which the modules can be manipulated in response to the performance drivers characteristic of the building facade: solar control, thermal and acoustic insulation, air and water penetration, view and connection with the exterior environment, and, of course, structural capacity. 3xLP’s self-structuring, folded plate system taps the potential of emergent design tools and fabrication processes to create powerful new digital workflows capable of reshaping the built environment with a new generation of responsive building forms.

Mic Patterson is vice president of Strategic Development at the Advanced Technology Studio of Enclos in Los Angeles.
While advances in digital technology have made many designs look sleeker, there is a continued desire to move “off the screen.” With this in mind, the marriage of materials with production has come to the forefront of design. For many architects, including Austin-based Igor Siddiqui, materials are capable of great transformation and should be considered early in the stages of the design process. Siddiqui, an assistant professor at The University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture and principal of ISSSStudio, is drawn to specific materials, such as rubber and bioplastics, that are flexible, pliable, and allow themselves to be transformed through experimentation. Siddiqui’s studio and his teaching philosophy exemplify the melding of digital design with the do-it-yourself and open-source culture of physically making the materials.

In December of 2011, Siddiqui, in collaboration with Matt Hutchinson from the San Francisco-based firm PATH, installed “Bayou-luminescence” at the end of a residential alley in New Orleans. One of the winning entries from an international competition sponsored by AIA New Orleans, “Bayou-luminescence” was cast from a translucent industrial urethane rubber, creating a synthetic skin that was stretched over a curved steel framing system. Lit from within, the geometric-patterned skin referenced the many surfaces found throughout the New Orleans region. The two conjoined, self-supporting volumes created distinct spaces: a social space around the outside of the structure and a meditative space inside the larger cone.

Structurally, the work utilized the tension between the elastic rubber surface and the metal frame. The rubber cladding was cast from custom CNC-routed formwork with a shallow relief, and each of the 12 panels had its own unique mold, with the edges consisting of eyelets and tabs that attach to the frame and keep the tension. With halogen lighting strategically placed to illuminate the structure and its surroundings, the translucent rubber was aglow—a beacon encouraging viewers to approach.

This page clockwise from top left A visitor touches the rubber strands attached to the metal frame. The conjoined structures create social spaces around the installation and a private interior area. Halogen lights illuminate them.

ALL PHOTOS COURTESY IGOR SIDDIQUI.
This experimental work marked the beginning of Siddiqui’s foray into allowing materials to inform design in the earliest stages. With the help of digital software, building materials were chosen as the structural ideas were being formed. Urethane rubber was put through many tests and cast numerous ways in order to create the patterned impressions and stretch that resulted in “Bayou-luminescence.”

Siddiqui has taken his interest in merging materials with production into his UT Austin graduate seminar, Prototype. His students learn a more sustainable way of conceptualizing and producing; Prototype links the studio design process with industrial production, allowing students to discover how crucial materials are to the final product. With a renewed interest in serial production, Siddiqui’s seminar sets out to question, as well as to contribute to, the discourse surrounding the impact of prototype processes on design disciplines. Questions relating to full-scale making, factory production vs. site production, manufacturing products that can aggregate, and shaping notions of repetition and variation with both material and digital processes are addressed throughout the semester. In 2014, as Siddiqui’s personal work moves into bioplastics, Prototype will shift its focus in that direction as well.

“Protoplastic” presents a series of design experiments that use open-source formulas for biodegradable plastics as a point of departure.
Above, left to right, Nicholas Allinder and Monica Sanga developed “Emergent Scapes” using water as the formwork under Siddiqui’s direction.

Right, Magnetite was added to give the material its black luster.

Left, Siddiqui’s students’ projects at UT Austin include “Drip Wax,” a design by Taylor McNally-Anderson, Tyler Noblin, and Stephanie Sodeke.
“Proto-plastics” explores the possibilities of biodegradable plastic. Details of the double-sided acrylic formwork and thin bio-plastic sheets demonstrate Siddiqui’s process. Heavily patterned, the surfaces of the sheets vary, expanding on the geometric possibilities of the digital design.

Opposite page The seven-foot-tall sculpture is suspended from the ceiling and is surrounded by six of the forms. A continual conversation about organic and inorganic materials, the sculpture will be composted once the exhibit closes.
On January 31, Siddiqui opened the exhibition “Protoplastic” at Tops Gallery in Memphis, Tenn. “Protoplastic” presents a series of design experiments that use open-source formulas for biodegradable plastics as a point of departure. This exhibition investigates how the properties and effects of synthetic plastics — in this case, Plexiglas — can be replicated and enhanced using a more sustainable method.

Included in the exhibition are six double-sided formworks made from white acrylic and a seven-foot, tree-like sculpture created from bioplastic casts of the acrylic forms. The formworks are set into concrete blocks that encircle the sculpture, which is suspended from the ceiling of the gallery. Acting almost like a pendulum, the surface of the sculpture mimics the formworks, creating a conversation between the organic and inorganic materials. The works are all heavily patterned, created by manipulating and expanding on the geometry embedded in the original digital design. The biodegradable plastic recipes are based on a mixture of different starches, organic gelatin (animal- and/or plant-based), and glycerol. Depending on the depth of the pattern on the acrylic forms, the bioplastics are either lacier or thicker, reinforcing the three-pronged design of the sculpture.

“Protoplastic” is an exciting departure from the industrial materials of “Bayou-luminescence.” It allowed Siddiqui more control over the material — he was “cooking” it from scratch while considering the aesthetics of the form and how it would come together. Emphasizing the organic nature of bioplastics, the sculpture will be composted after the exhibition is over. This work aims to raise awareness of new possibilities for this organic material.

Rachel Adams is an Austin-based curator and writer.
Additive manufacturing processes are becoming more prominent in the discussion of digital fabrication and architecture. In general, architects have encouraged limited implementation of this relatively new mode of production beyond conceptual and representational applications. Exceptions focus primarily on processes that utilize polymer and resin-based materials, ceramics, sand, or cementitious materials.

Like other means of rapid prototyping and additive manufacturing, those utilizing metals offer compelling design potential. They can achieve mass customization, integrate complex surface textures, and handle variable density and heterogeneity of material substances within a single build. Additive manufacturing technologies enable the production of lighter, cheaper, waste-reducing alternatives to traditionally manufactured parts. This capacity to accommodate so many types of variability and topological complexity often allows single parts to replace whole assemblies.

Because additive manufacturing is well suited for producing complex parts that demand strength with minimal weight, its early applications have primarily been focused in the aviation, aerospace, and medical industries. The production-scale efficiency and cost feasibility achieved by these industries indicate that additive manufacturing technologies will be effective for manufactured building systems and components as well.

A fundamental advantage of additive manufacturing is its ability to define complexities that address a range of performance criteria. For example, based on morphological studies of avian bone structure, thin wall optimization has been examined as a possible design model: Additive manufacturing processes can produce hollow structures with internal stiffening resistance.

The skeletal structure of birds features a number of adaptations that have produced an extremely lightweight structure capable of tolerating stress imposed during take-off, flight, and landing. Many avian bones are hollow with an intricate network of reinforcing struts. Other bones are fused into a single ossification, allowing for stress resistance with reduced bone mass. These adaptations can be summed up as variations of bone density consistent with performance. The design model that mimics these features may...
make it possible to produce lightweight structures with stiffness and buckling resistance unmatched by equivalent cross sections formed by extrusion methods.

In many cases, birds’ skeletal cavities serve a dual function as respiratory air sacs; that is, they are functionally integrated in addition to being structurally efficient. On analogy, additive manufacturing processes can integrate functions. Drainage and rainwater harvesting, electrical and data conduits, chaseways, and plenum space may be integrated within a single structural system. This approach would achieve transparency of structure, effectively reducing spatial clutter while reversing the trend toward more building components.

The initial prototypes developed in response to this model of performance were subjected to iterative finite element method (FEM) analysis starting from the solid model of a hypothetical structural node. Stress concentrations of solid and hollow versions were compared. Thickness variations and additional struts were later incorporated in response to stress concentration patterns, yielding a lower-volume design that satisfied the initial test case.

Another compelling feature of additive fabrication is the implementation of function

\[ A \text{ fundamental advantage of additive manufacturing is its ability to define complexities that address a range of performance criteria.} \]

Opposite page Titanium \( y \)-branch prototype produced using electron beam melting (EBM).

This page top A series of investigations that explore algorithmically defined cellular and branching systems.

Left Procedural lattice featuring variable branch depth and thickness. This hypothetical design for a highly-articulated structure demonstrates computational variations possible within non-modular assemblies.
ally graded material (FGM). The metals used for direct metal deposition include, but are not limited to, aluminum, steel, and titanium. The micro-powders available to this technology provide additional optimization scenarios. Through numerically controlled variable deposition, material properties can be modulated to address various design criteria and provide a high degree of structural performance.

Through numerically controlled variable deposition, material properties can be modulated to address various design criteria and provide a high degree of structural performance.

While the architectural application of additive manufacturing is in its inception, it is clear that this technology expands the territory for design exploration. Significant contributions to the production of architecture are anticipated. There are many challenges to overcome before these can be fully realized and deployment within building and construction implemented. Considering the accelerated development-to-adoption experienced by additive manufacturing over the last 10 years, this will likely occur much sooner than we anticipate.

James Warton is a Ph.D. student and graduate research assistant at Southern Methodist University’s Research Center for Advanced Manufacturing. His research is made possible by support from a U.S. Department of Education GAANN Grant.
Texas Architectural Foundation (TAF) scholarships are awarded to undergraduate, graduate, or postgraduate students at the following schools of architecture:

- Prairie View A&M School of Architecture
- Rice University School of Architecture
- Texas A&M University College of Architecture
- Texas Tech University College of Architecture
- University of Houston College of Architecture
- University of Texas at Arlington School of Architecture
- University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture
- University of Texas at San Antonio College of Architecture

Deadlines vary by school.

All applications for scholarships are made through the office of the dean. Contact the dean’s office at your school for more information.

www.texasarchitects.org/scholarships
Architectural Cruise to Italy and the Adriatic

Join the Texas Society of Architects and Past President Dan Hart, AIA, on a unique architectural excursion aboard Silversea Cruises Silver Wind.

10-19 September 2014

We will visit Italy’s Rome, Sorrento, Venice, and Sicily, as well as Greece and Croatia. The itinerary also includes private architectural tours and seminars.

Don’t miss this outstanding voyage of exploration.

For reservations and details, contact Doug at Carrousel Travel:
800-800-6508
doug@carrouseltravel.com
The Life of a Craftsman

When Raymond Brochstein, FAIA, shows the handmade wooden tools that his father used, it is clear that he comes from a line of formidable craftsmen. The tools transcend the simple premise of form and function; they are artifacts that exemplify the highest tradition of making. Brochstein’s long and distinguished career has been shaped by his father, who exposed him to the intricacies of the trade, and by his own continuing commitment to educate others about how to turn design concepts into meticulously refined objects and architectural elements made of wood. Along the way, Brochstein, with his wife, Susan, has been a catalyst and generous donor for numerous projects that have enhanced the architectural profile and landscape of Houston.

Brochstein’s father, Isaac, immigrated to Galveston in 1912 at the age of 15. When the young man stepped off the boat, he was ten dollars in debt yet confident in the cabinetmaking skills he had learned from his own father. After years of working in Houston as a cabinetmaker, draftsman, designer, builder, and salesman, Isaac formed his own company, Brochsteins Inc., in 1935. Four years later, he spent all his savings, along with borrowed funds, on 36 rail-served acres (at $150 per acre) with frontage on South Main Street. He worked with the architect Lenard Gabert on a design that was completed in 1940 — a modern factory whose white facade was anchored by a bold pylon bearing the distinctive logo. Despite lingering effects of the Great Depression, Isaac developed a successful and admired business designing and fabricating custom interiors.

When Brochstein was 15, Isaac summoned him to work in the family business over the summer. The long, hot days began at 7 a.m., and the tasks were challenging for the Lamar High School student. “A simple mortise lock set would take four hours,” commented Brochstein. “It had to be done right.” Under the direction of master woodworkers in the shop, Brochstein hand-sanded miles of mahogany crown molding for the Shamrock Hotel — learning to meticulously sponge down the wood to raise the grain, making it easier to catch all the imperfections. His father insisted that he learn all the facets of the business.

Brochstein enrolled at Rice University (then Rice Institute) in 1951 and had Anderson Todd, FAIA, as a professor over multiple semesters. “Todd insisted that every design decision mattered; he was a taskmaster like my father,” said Brochstein. “Both were demanding but fair, and everything I have become, I owe to the two of them.” In later years, when Todd and Brochstein collaborated on the design of a table, the earlier studio lessons still applied: They considered multiple options for connecting vertical stainless steel legs to horizontal supports (settling on a reveal). They questioned the thickness of the tabletop, debating the difference 1/16 of an inch would make. Again, everything mattered. Todd and Brochstein remain friends, and Todd praises Brochstein’s principles and design talent: “Raymond always fulfills all obligations, and he has an unparalleled eye for proportions and materials as a means of architectural expression.”

At Rice, Brochstein had a memorable visit with Frank Lloyd Wright following a lecture. He remembers Wright as the most charismatic architect he ever met, and it made a big impact when Wright advised: “Get your hands in the mud, and learn about the nature of materials.” The message resonated with Brochstein’s craftsman roots, and though he became an exemplary architect whose work would include the design of his own award-winning house (with Anderson Todd and William Cannady, FAIA), he never left strayed from his woodworking past. He took his family’s business to new heights, employing the problem-solving skills he had learned as an architect to assist clients in refining and producing drawings and prototypes.

Brochstein’s enormous contributions matter a great deal to Houston residents and many others.
Brochstein has worked with many esteemed architects, forging design relationships that have resulted in magnificent interiors in Houston and far beyond Texas. During the design of the J. Paul Getty Center, by Richard Meier & Partners (completed in 1997), Meier called Brochstein to discuss the search for a white oak with an extremely tight, vertical grain that could receive a particular grey stain. With a sharp understanding of the architect’s intent, and drawing on his extensive contacts all over the world, Brochstein located the perfect wood in Southern Germany.

He took his family’s business to new heights, employing the problem-solving skills he had learned as an architect to assist clients in refining and producing drawings and prototypes.

His advice and expertise result in a design process that is truly collaborative. When Brochstein was elevated to the College of Fellows in 1996, William O. Neuhaus, FAIA, stated: “Raymond is considered a part of the architectural team by the designers with whom he works. His interface with the traditional practice of architecture is enhanced by architectural training and ideals.”

Working with firms such as Gwathmey Siegel, Gensler, and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM), Brochstein brought a breadth of talents to his projects. Craig W. Hartman, FAIA, a partner at SOM, observed: “Raymond Brochstein is an American design institution. He is a superb craftsman, brilliant innovator, builder, philanthropist, and businessman with a keen and well-informed eye for architecture. He is always generous with his time and advice, which is widely sought by everyone from architects and students to university presidents. Most of all, he is beloved for his warmth, kindness, and curmudgeonly good humor.”

Brochstein received the Gold Medal from the Rice Alumni Association in 2011 and was honored with the Lifetime Achievement Award from AIA Houston in 2012. He served on the Rice Board of Trustees from 1998 to 2002 and is currently chairman of the Campus Art Committee. He also serves on the School of Architecture’s William Ward Watkin Council.

In addition to his considerable design contributions, Brochstein has volunteered his time and resources to numerous efforts in the Houston area. From initiatives in education to numerous philanthropic gestures — from Hermann Park to Buffalo Bayou — Brochstein’s enormous contributions matter a great deal to Houston residents and many others.

One such contribution, the Brochstein Pavilion, donated to Rice by Raymond and Susan and designed by Thomas Phifer and Partners, received the national AIA Institute Honor Award for Architecture in 2010. The exquisite pavilion is a vibrant gathering place on campus; jurors admired it for “its beautiful proportions, lightness, and immaculate detailing.” They also described the pavilion as elegant and modern amidst traditional buildings and recognized the way in which the structure redefined the campus. Thomas Phifer observed: “Raymond so loves Rice and the promise of change. His voice and unwavering support for a new spirit of contemporary architecture on the Rice campus has transformed this extraordinary historic campus and will define, in so many critical ways, a new progressive institutional ethos.” On a more personal note, Phifer added: “But it is his warmth, authentic spirit, courage, and loyalty that is so memorable. With great hope, he looks forward.”

While the classic facade of Brochsteins Inc. is relatively unchanged since 1940, inside, innovation is evident in every area. A digital studio generates shop drawings, and data is sent to state-of-the-art machines that cut, sand, and finish with precision and efficiency. Even though the factory was built with ample clerestory lighting and designed for effective ventilation, contemporary emission-reduction systems have been introduced. Employees are viewed as stakeholders, and cross-training — the same approach Isaac Brochstein used with his son — is emphasized. An employee’s average tenure is 14 years.

Recently, Brochstein led a group of Rice architecture students on a tour of the facility. His daughter Deborah, now CEO, toured with them. The students eagerly asked questions, often focusing on changes in the fabrication process, and Brochstein’s answers were patient and insightful. He smiled when remembering his 1956 Rice thesis, titled “Change is the Essence of Man,” noting that it is human nature to keep seeking change even when honoring the past. Through design, education, and contribution to community, Raymond Brochstein has quietly moved forward, demanding and demonstrating excellence.

Nonya Grenader, FAIA, is a Houston-based architect and professor at Rice University.
Brochstein’s daughter Deborah is now CEO of Brochsteins Inc. The family business was started by Brochstein’s father, Issac, whose tools are still kept safely at the shop.

Clockwise from top left: Brochstein and his wife, Susan, still enjoy the table he designed and built with Anderson Todd, FAIA. Brochsteins Inc. has been headquartered in the same building in Houston since 1940. The wood shop combines the latest in technology and materials with traditional woodworking tools.
Resources

Renzo Piano Pavilion, Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth
Contractor Beck Group

Resources ARCHITECTURAL CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE: TXI (Capform); PRECAST ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE: Dallas Cast Stone (TST Construction); EXPOSED STRUCTURAL STAINLESS STEEL: Tripyramid Structures (Structuram); METAL GRATINGS: Hindrick Screen; DECORATIVE METAL: Armetco Systems; DECORATIVE METAL RAILINGS: Metalrite; GLUED-LAMINATED TIMBER CONSTRUCTION: Structurlam; INTERIOR ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK: FCS, Brochsteins; LIQUID ELASTOMERIC WATERPROOFING: Neogard (LS Decker); SELF-ADHERING SHEET WATERPROOFING: Grace Construction Products (North Texas Waterproofing); HOT FLUID-APPLIED RUBBERIZED ASPHALT WATERPROOFING: American Hydratech (LS Decker); THERMAL INSULATION: Roxul (Integrated Interiors); THERMAL INSULATION: Dow (The Beck Group); HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND FRAMES:Seleccione (UBS); CUSTOM STAINLESS STEEL DOORS AND FRAMES: Steward Steel (UBS); FLUSH WOOD DOORS: Signature Millwork (UBS); OVERHEAD COILING DOORS: Cookson Company (Johnston Equipment); OVERHEAD COILING GRILLES: McKeon (Johnston Equipment); HORIZONTAL SLIDING, ACCORDIAN-TYPE FIRE DOORS: Won Door; BI-FOLDING DOOR: Door Engineering (Johnston Equipment); ALL GLASS ENTRANCES & STOREFRONTS: DGB; SPECIALTY GLAZING, SKYLIGHTS, AND BUILDING INTEGRATED PV GLAZING: Seele; DOOR HARDWARE: Sargent (UBS); Blumcraft (DGB); ALL GLASS ENTRANCES & STOREFRONTS: DGB (DOB); ACOUSTIC PLASTER SYSTEM: BASHAphon (LASCO); GLASS REINFORCED GYPSUM: Casting Designs (Integrated Interiors); TILING: Daltile (Fabulous Floors); ACOUSTICAL PANEL CEILINGS: Armstrong, Sadi (Integrated Interiors); WOOD FLOORING: Woodwright Hardware Floor Company; TRANSLUCENT SCRM CEILING: Designex (AEC); TOILET COMPARTMENTS: Global Partitions (UBS); TOILET, BATH, AND LAUNDRY ACCESSORIES: Bobrick (UBS); PROJECTION SCREENS: Stewart Filmscreen (EVAVI); AUDITORIUM ACOUSTIC BANNERS: Acoustacorp (PDO); ART HANGING SYSTEM: Takiya (Kimbell Art Museum); ROLLER WINDOW SHADES: Nysan (Tri-Tex); STONE COUNTERTOPS: Campolonghi (TST Construction Services); FIXED AUDIENCE SEATING: Poltrona Frau (Poltrona Frau); HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS: CLD (EMR)

12th Street Studios, Austin
Contractor Pollen Architecture & Design
Consultants STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Structures

Resources POLYCARBONATE SHEETING, 8MM AND 10MM DOUBLE WALL, CLEAR: Polysolution (Regal Plastics); PLYWOOD A-GRADE TO C-GRADE DOUGLAS FIR: Plum Creek; ROOFING 7/8” CORRUGATED PROFILE 22-GAUGE: Central Texas Metal Roofing Supply (Central Texas); STUCCO: Alamo STAINLESS STEEL KITCHENETTE UNIT: Austech; BATHROOM FIXTURES: Duravit; HEAT PUMP SYSTEM: Allyear Heating and Cooling; MINI-SPLIT AIR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM: Mitsubishi (All Year Heating and Cooling)

Dietert Ranch, Real County
Contractor Ekstrom Construction
Consultants STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Al Holms, PE

Resources MASONRY: Art Maguire; METAL: Corrugated Metals (Young’s Metal Buildings); WOODS, PLASTICS, COMPOSITE: Viroc; THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION: Owens Corning; OPENINGS: Peterson Architectural Products (Hans Peterson); WINDOWS: A&S Window Associates; FURNISHINGS: Walter Knoll (Scott + Conner), Herman Miller (Office Wise), Knoll International (Seaman & Co.); BATHROOM FITTINGS: Dornbracht (Ferguson); BATHROOM FIXTURES: Toto (Ferguson); HEATING, VENTILATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING (HVAC): Carrier (Bosworth Co.); INTEGRATED AUTOMATION: Lutron; ELECTRICAL: Prima Lighting (H&L Electric), Lutron, LBL Lighting; EARTHWORK: Cedar Beetle; DESIGN SOFTWARE: Autodesk
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Architecture Center Houston
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Everyday protection from mother nature. ANYWHERE.

Let MBCI show you how a beautiful metal roof can be designed to withstand some of the most extreme natural conditions.

- High Wind Loads – roof systems can be designed to resist up to 175 mph wind speeds
- Fire Resistance Ratings
- Highest Rating for Impact Resistance
- FM Rated
- Dade County Approved – the most stringent requirements in the nation
- Desirable Aesthetics

* Contact your local MBCI representative for more information on designing a metal roof to withstand extreme conditions.

Visit www.mbci.com/taresistance to learn more!
877.713.6224 • info@mbci.com
AIA Grassroots 2014

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) 45th Annual Grassroots Leadership and Legislative Conference happens in Washington D.C. on March 19–21. Guided by a vision for the future of the profession, this event will give AIA leaders tools to influence and pursue action that will strengthen their components, firms, communities, and society at large.

Grassroots 2014 participants will enjoy three days of general sessions, workshops and networking events designed to help component officers and aspiring leaders become effective chapter and civic leaders.

Keynote speakers for the conference are Judy Woodruff, co-anchor and managing editor for PBS NewsHour, who will provide attendees with insights on the climate of Washington, D.C., and Roy Spence, co-founder and chairman of GSD&M Idea City, who will examine the architect’s role in building a better world through purpose and design.

In addition, attendees will have a chance to visit Capitol Hill to meet with members of Congress to discuss federal issues of importance to the community, the profession, and AIA. To help prepare for these visits, the conference agenda will include “Advocacy Deep Dive” breakout sessions tailored to the needs of first-time attendees, Grassroots veterans looking to get more out of their meetings, and individuals interested in maintaining the momentum once they get back home.

For additional information about this conference, including details about train and airfare discounts, visit: www.aia.org/grassroots.

Call For Entries: 2014 Brick in Architecture Awards

The Brick Industry Association (BIA) is now accepting entries for its 2014 Brick in Architecture Awards. Celebrating its 25th anniversary, BIA’s annual honors program spotlights outstanding, innovative, and sustainable architecture that incorporates clay brick products as the predominant exterior building or paving material. Any work of architecture completed since January 1, 2009, in which clay brick products comprise the predominant exterior building or paving material (over 50 percent) is eligible.

Entries are conducted entirely online and due by April 30. To enter and for more details, go to: www.gobrick.com/architectureawards.
2014 Docomomo US National Symposium: Modernism in Texas

The second annual Docomomo US National Symposium will be held in Houston on March 13-15. This event, hosted by Docomomo US and Houston Mod, will bring together world-renowned designers, scholars, students, and professionals for an exploration of current issues facing modern architecture and cultural heritage preservation. Exclusive tours and networking events will highlight exceptional examples of modernism in the greater Houston area as well as sites that may be endangered.

Houston is a treasure trove of modernism: the city’s modern landmarks include Mies van der Rohe’s Museum of Fine Arts, Gunnar Birkerts’ Contemporary Arts Museum, Ulrich Franzen’s Alley Theatre, and Philip Johnson’s University of St. Thomas, as well as more recent works by Renzo Piano, Raphael Moneo, Yoshio Taniguchi, and Thomas Phifer. There are also many fine examples of early residential modernism found throughout the city’s 20 protected districts.

Docomomo US is the United States chapter of Docomomo International, a nonprofit dedicated to the documentation and conservation of buildings, sites, and neighborhoods of the modern movement. Houston Mod is a nonprofit dedicated to promoting knowledge and appreciation of modern architecture and design in Houston and Texas.

Conservators across the globe have turned to 3-D laser scanning for reliable, accurate building documentation for more than a decade. More recently, the tools have become increasingly accessible as they are less expensive, more transportable, and easily managed with improved Autodesk software. The technology is unbeatable for capturing decorative details typical of ornate, historic architectural styles. Benjamin Ibarra, a recent addition to the historic preservation faculty at The University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture, has taken the analysis of historic buildings one step further through the technological lens. He is using a 3-D printer to reconstruct and understand the original construction methodologies of the open-air chapels and churches in the southern Mexican state of Oaxaca.

Beautiful, intricate masonry vaulting systems define these structures, which were built by the Dominican order of the Catholic church. The ribbed vaults represent a reinterpretation of late-Gothic building traditions with local masonry sensibilities. As part of the conquest of the New World, architecture proved to be a deft tool in converting and subjugating the indigenous populations throughout Latin America. Working with skilled local craftsmen, the Spanish built open-air chapels throughout Mexico during the 16th century. The chapels often preceded the more formal church construction and presented a hybrid structure appropriate for the Pre-Columbian cultures’ outdoor religious customs.

Ibarra focuses on the open-air chapels and churches of Santo Domingo Yanhuitlán, San Juan Bautista Coixtlahuaca, and San Pedro y San Pablo Teposcolula. Rigorous, complex stone-cutting and carving techniques were already in practice in the region as part of the existing Mixtec culture. Ibarra looks at the crossover from the skills and traditions of the indigenous people to the realization of the Spanish religious architecture. His academic focus is intertwined with and has grown from his practice. In the late 1990s, he was a lead architect and conservator on the restoration of the open-air chapel in Teposcolula.

The 3-D models demonstrate how the vaults were constructed and provide a road map for future restoration efforts as well as further academic study. Conservators embracing digital technologies are working across centuries to not only capture precise documentation of architectural heritage, but also create a larger understanding of how the pieces fit together.

Catherine Gavin is editor of Texas Architect.
Rise to New Heights Of Academic Revival

Broken Arrow High School
Broken Arrow, OK
PK
Hillwood
Wilcox

An expanded Tulsa-area high school now centers around four buttered columns of Artcraft stone. PK selected cast-phenolic over the thin-slab stone, then complemented it with graceful arcs of Interstate Brick that tie to existing buildings, yet contrast with modern appeal. Blackson Brick helped PK choose these materials, including accent brick, from thousands of options across many manufacturers. For winning selection, quality, and service across the Southwest, architects Build Better with Blackson Brick.

“[This grand entry] marks the first phase of a master plan that connects our existing buildings and creates a new look for the campus. We chose Artcraft because it is incredibly flexible, timeless, and stands out. The Interstate Brick blends in rather than existing brick, but contrasts nicely with the Artcraft, metal, and glass. We were pleased to achieve a bold design that is a calling card for the school district, with technically superior materials that express a 21st-century learning environment.”

— Fred H. Monroe, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Parsons, PEK